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Dimensions and technical details
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Waterproof
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Snow load
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Acoustic comfort
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Easy to assemble,

Does not require maintenance
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Integrated water drainage
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Possibility of installing
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Warranty and quality
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The legacy we have been carrying on for over thirty years is a centuries-old tradition, strongly connected to 
the Earth and its bounty. Our mission is loyal to the spirit of cultivating, ploughing, manuring, watering, and 
harvesting. Faithful to our model, we cultivate human relationships and coordinate production with harvest 
seasons – just as it happens in nature. This modus operandi helped us to create a design tailored to evolving 
markets, and consolidating an organic, consistent set of corporate ethics that creates value and opportunity.

With our range of products, we are specifically focusing on the ecological aspects connected to a 
new lifestyle, where the outdoors symbolize being in touch with nature, where boundaries disappear 
and change. Our systems, working with renewable energy sources, are a valid answer to the need 
to preserve the world that we share with all living beings, to respect it and to keep it untouched.

VISION

MISSION
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MULTI-TECHNOLOGICAL  PERGOLA

Eclettica is a pergola with a false ceiling 
equipped with a membrane and panels aimed 
at reflecting sound waves on its walls. The roof 
is suitable for the installation of solar panels 
that produce energy from renewable sources.
Eclettica is a harmonic synthesis of different 
technologies, to meet the growing demand 
for ecological solutions, as well as the 
requirement for all-round comfort that satisfies 
all senses, from the acoustics to the visuals.
The sober, simple, and essential lines are 
the distinguishing feature of the product: 
Eclettica looks forward, witnessing encounters 
between communities and nature, generating 
precious renewable energy, and being an 
inspiration for moments of pure relaxation.
The warm colors and the mat finish, 
painted with high-resistance epoxy powder, 
improve the product’s quality and durability, 
giving Eclettica a cozy look that is in harmony 
with natural elements. The structure can be 
complemented with a number of accessories.

On the left page
The Eclettica isothermal pergola version with fixed 
cover. Freestanding version with perimeter closures 
made with sliding doors in 10 mm thick tempered glass.
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REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA

THE ISOTERMIC PERGOLA WITH FIXED ROOF

WATERPROOF

SNOW LOAD

CONDENSATION

ACOUSTIC COMFORT

INSULATION

DOESN’T REQUIRE MAINTENANCE

The roof is made up of new-generation panels that provide wind resistance and 

waterproofing.

The Pergola Eclettica, whose maximum dimensions are 600 x 500 cm, is able to withstand 

a snow load of 50 daN/m2.

Eclettica, whose roof is low transmission, has good thermal insulation. It controls the 

temperature and helps to prevent the build-up of condensation.

Eclettica’s roofing system offers an optimal solution to minimize reverberation and block 

sound waves. The rock mineral wool panel provides acoustic comfort and reverberation 

control.

The Eclettica Pergola is insulated because it provides thermal protection in both summer 

and winter. Both panels are characterized by low thermal transmittance values, which 

guarantee maximum comfort in all seasons.

Eclettica’s simplified structure is built to allow cleaning and maintenance of its aluminum 

profiles and the roof, in case it is in the presence of trees and plants that lose their foliage 

during the winter season.

EASY TO ASSEMBLE

INTEGRATED WATER DRAINAGE

INTEGRATED LIGHTING

ZIP SCREENS AND SLIDING GLASS PANELS

Saving the planet, reducing emissions, sustainable projects, ecological transition: this is the paradigm of 

Giulio Barbieri. We all need to think about how we can contribute to change, for ourselves and for future 

generations. We have enraced this change by creating a photovoltaic version of Eclettica, the isothermal 

pergola with a fixed roof. The roof of Eclettica is, in fact, prepared for the application of photovoltaic 

panels that produce energy from renewable sources. We provide inverters, power management software 

and storage systems. Eclettica offers two power solutions, 3.1 kW/h and 4.3 kW/h. Concrete proposals: 

a new synthesis to match a growing and irrepressible green awareness, associated with the search for 

environmental, acoustic, thermal, and visual comfort that satisfies all the senses.

POSSIBILITY OF INSTALLING PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS

Ease of installation translates into overall savings for the end user, which represents 

value for money.

Rainwater is channeled through the drainage downpipes, thanks to the shape and 

technical characteristics of the panels, which allow rapid flow of water to the gutters of 

the perimeter beams.

The Pergola Eclettica has an integrated lighting system on the roof, composed of white 

or RGB LED strips with indirect light. The lighting options include three specific solutions 

that mean that every request from your customer can be taken into account.

The Pergola Eclettica is compatible with perimeter closures, ZIP screens or sliding glass 

doors matching the frame colour: the ideal solution to achieve maximum comfort and 

security for all seasons.
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 DIMENSIONS AND TECHNICAL DETAILS

STRUCTURE’S COLOR

White 096-8102

Grey 096-2171

• Soltis 96 

- More colors available upon request- smooth or mat textured finish and RAL colors 
available upon request

Champagne 096-1103

Dove-Grey 096-2135

ROOFING SHEET’S MATERIALS AND COLORS

Smooth finish Matt-Rough finish

White Matt

Dove-Grey Matt

Dark-Brown Matt

Special Grey

MATERIALS

• Aluminum
• PVC

GROUND ANCHORING

• Internal footing system

TYPE

Sound-absorbing 
pergola with fixed roof
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WATERPROOF
10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA

The roof is made up of new-generation panels. 

These provide strength and waterproofing. 

Eclettica’s offer includes insulated panels that 

play an important role in meeting architectural, 

aesthetic, functional, and energy requirements. 

TECHNICAL DRAWING OF THE SANDWICH PANEL

SANDWICH PANEL

SANDWICH PANEL DETAIL

Aluminium 0,6mm
Polyurethane 30(+40) mm

Steel 0,4mm
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300 350 400 450 500

300 310 / / / /

350 340 225 / / /
400 300 195 120 / /
450 280 170 110 70 /

500 295 195 120 80 56
550 265 170 105 70 53
600 240 160 100 65 50

SNOW LOAD
10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA

The Pergola Eclettica, whose maximum 
dimensions are 600 x 500 cm, is able to withstand 
a snow load of 50 daN/m2.

The Pergola Eclettica is designed to comply with 
the following regulations:

D.M. 01/17/2018 - Technical construction standards 
(NTC 2018);
UNI EN 1999-1-1 Eurocode 9-Design of aluminum 
structures

The roof of the Eclectic pergola, which has 
maximum dimensions 6x5m, is verified to carry 
a snow load of 50 daN/m2, combined with wind 
forces of  100 km/h (roughness class B, exposure 
category IV - NTC 2018).

The Eclectic Reinforced Pergola with a maximum 
size of 6x5m is capable of holding a snow load on 
its roof of 100 daN/m2, in combination with wind 
forces of 100 km/h (roughness class B, exposure 
category IV - NTC 2018).

The table and graphs on the next page show the 
maximum snow load according to the dimensions 
of the plan and the number of purlins. 

NB - The values appearing in the table are expressed in 
daN/m2. A decanewton (daN) is a decimal multiple of the 
SI unit of the newton force. According to Newton’s second 
law of motion, one newton is equal to the amount of force 
required to accelerate a mass of one kilogram at a speed 
of one meter per square second. Therefore, 1N = 1kg-m/s².

Maximum snow load on the roof in daN/m2

Standard
version

Side
A

[cm]

Side B [cm]

5 purlins

7 purlins

9 purlins

ECLETTICA STANDARD VERSION - 9 purlins
Snow load [daN/m2] - purlin length

ECLETTICA STANDARD VERSION - 7 purlins
Snow load [daN/m2] - purlin length
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Purlin length - Side B [cm] Purlin length - Side B [cm]
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300 350 400 450 500

300 860 / / / /

350 800 620 / / /
400 610 500 330 / /
450 480 400 295 190 /

500 380 325 275 215 145
550 315 260 215 190 125
600 260 215 180 155 100
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Lunghezza arcareccio - Lato B [cm]

ECLETTICA RINFORZATA - 7 arcarecci
Carico neve - lunghezza arcareccio

Lato A = 450 cm Lato A = 400 cm Lato A = 350 cm

100
110
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130
140
150
160
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360
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390
400
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Lunghezza arcareccio - Lato B [cm]

ECLETTICA RINFORZATA - 9 arcarecci
Carico neve - lunghezza arcareccio

Lato A = 600 cm Lato A = 550 cm Lato A = 500 cm

ECLETTICA STANDARD VERSION - 7 purlins
Snow load [daN/m2] - purlin length

NB - The values appearing in the table are expressed in 
daN/m2. A decanewton (daN) is a decimal multiple of the 
SI unit of the newton force. According to Newton’s second 
law of motion, one newton is equal to the amount of force 
required to accelerate a mass of one kilogram at a speed 
of one meter per square second. Therefore, 1N = 1kg-m/s².

Maximum snow load on the roof in daN/m2

Standard
version

Side
A

[cm]

Side B [cm]

5 purlins

7 purlins

9 purlins

ECLETTICA STANDARD VERSION - 9 purlins
Snow load [daN/m2] - purlin length
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Purlin length - Side B [cm] Purlin length - Side B [cm]

Side A - 600cm Side A - 550cm Side A - 500cm Side A - 450cm Side A - 400cm Side A - 350cm
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SIDE ASIDE B

REINFORCED PURLIN

80X100 mm s.p. 5-6 mm

EN AW 6005 T6 aluminium

STANDARD PURLIN

80X52 mm s.p. 3 mm

EN AW 6005 T6 aluminium
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30 0,73 0,55

50 0,77 0,67

Eclettica, whose roof is low transmission, has good 

thermal insulation. It controls the temperature and 

helps to prevent the build-up of condensation.

Condensation is a physical principle that occurs 

when water vapor in an enclosed space comes 

into contact with a cold surface, such as a roof 

made of aluminum or glass. Eclettica, whose 

roof is low transmission, has good thermal 

insulation. In addition to being an annoying 

discomfort for guests, the phenomenon of small 

drops of water falling from the roof, if repeated 

over time, promotes the proliferation of mold 

and micro-organisms. Eclettica, the insulated 

fixed roof pergola, regulates its temperature 

to prevent the appearance of condensation.

CONDENSATION
10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA

The Eclettica Pergola is insulated because it 
provides thermal protection in both summer and 
winter. Both panels are characterized by low 
thermal transmittance values, which guarantee 
maximum comfort in all seasons.

The Pergola Eclettica is isothermal in that it 
provides thermal protection in both summer and 
winter. This is achieved thanks to the technical 
characteristics of the sandwich roof panels. 
Eclettica’s standard panel has a minimum 
thickness of 30mm and reaches 70mm in the 
highest part of the turret, while the soundproof 
panel has a minimum thickness of 50mm and a 
maximum of 90mm. The first is polyurethane foam, 
while the second is rock wool. Both panels are 
characterized by low thermal transmission values, 
which guarantee maximum comfort in all seasons:

• The thermal transmission coefficient of the 
standard Eclettica panel is 0.73 W/m2K.
• The thermal transmission coefficient of the 
Eclettica sound absorption panel is 0.77 W/m2K.

The lower the thermal transmission coefficient, the 
more effective the thermal insulation will be. Just 
think, for comparison, that an aluminum profile 
has a heat transfer value that oscillates between 
2.2 and 3.8 W/m2K, depending on the section. 
We can therefore say that Eclettica offers thermal 
comfort in all seasons, protecting against heat in 
summer and protecting against cold in winter, a 
typical function of isothermal products. 

INSULATION
10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA Panel thickness 

(mm)

Initial average heat transfer coefficient 
in accordance with 

EN ISO 6946 K (W/m2 K)

Thermal transmittance in
 accordance with 

UNI EN 14509 A.10 U (W/m2 K)

TRANSMITTANCE INDEX OF SANDWICH PANEL

Panel thickness 
(mm)

Initial average heat transfer coefficient 
in accordance with 

EN ISO 6946 K (W/m2 K)

Thermal transmittance 
in accordance with 

UNI EN 14509 A.10 U (W/m2 K)

TRANSMITTANCE INDEX OF SOUND-ABSORBING PANEL

SOUND-ABSORBING PANEL
DETAIL

SOUND-ABSORBING PANEL

SANDWICH PANEL
DETAIL

SANDWICH PANEL
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Eclettica’s roofing system offers an optimal 

solution to minimize reverberation and block sound 

waves. The rock mineral wool panel provides 

acoustic comfort and reverberation control.

The Pergola Eclettica is the practical answer 

to the eternal and painful problem of acoustic 

reverberation in living and reception spaces. The 

Eclettica roofing system offers an optimal solution 

to minimize reverberation and block sound 

waves. The rock mineral wool panel provides 

acoustic comfort and reverberation control. 

The result is a cozy and relaxing environment, 

where population density is no longer a problem. 

Eclettica does not use applied panel systems, 

which usually never cover the entire roof area, but 

uses a sound absorption panel with rock mineral 

wool that covers the entire upper roof system, 

thereby ensuring a pleasant acoustic comfort.

ACOUSTIC
COMFORT

10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA

TECHNICAL DRAWING OF THE SOUND-ABSORBING PANEL 

SOUND-ABSORBING
PANEL DETAIL

PENTA W.A.
SOUND-ABSORBING PANEL

Steel 0,6mm
Stone wool 50 (+40) mm

Steel (microperforated inner sheet) 0,4mm
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Eclettica’s simplified structure is built to allow 
cleaning and maintenance of its aluminum profiles 
and the roof, in case it is in the presence of trees and 
plants that lose their foliage during the winter season.
Eclettica is a structure made up of aluminum 
profiles, insulating panels, and gutters. There 
are no opening and closing mechanisms or 
systems dependent on physical force, which 
would otherwise be subject to possible breakage 
due to humidity and dust accumulation. All 
this translates into a great benefit for the end 
user: limited maintenance, zero maintenance 
contracts, and still usable in all seasons. The 
maintenance of Eclettica is limited to the general 
cleaning of the aluminum profiles, the roof (if in 
the presence of trees and plants that lose their 
foliage during the cold season). Simplified design 
for the use and consumption of the end user, 
without worries or complications: just the pleasure 
and happiness of regular use on any occasion. 

Ease of assembly translates into overall savings 

for the end user, which improves value for money. 

Any intervention that may be necessary is 

facilitated by the product’s construction technique, 

in which everything is simplified and efficient.

EASY TO 
ASSEMBLE

10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA

DOESN’T REQUIRE 
MAINTENANCE

10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA

130X260 mm s.p.
2,5/3 mm

EN AW 6005 T6 aluminium

STANDARD PURLIN

REINFORCED PURLIN

80X100 mm s.p. 5-6 mm

EN AW 6005 T6 aluminium

80X52 mm s.p. 3 mm

EN AW 6005 T6 aluminium

PILLAR

130X130 mm s.p. 2,5 mm

EN AW 6005 T6 aluminium

PERIMETER BEAM 
WITH GUTTER
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Rainwater is channeled through the drainage 

downpipes, thanks to the shape and technical 

characteristics of the panels, which allow rapid 

flow of water to the gutters of the perimeter beams.

Eclettica, the insulated fixed-roof pergola, is a 

technological synthesis that meets the growing 

demand for environmental comfort. Rainwater is 

channeled through the downspouts, thanks to 

the shape and technical characteristics of the 

panels, which allow rapid drainage of water to 

the gutters of the perimeter beams. It should also 

be taken into account that rainwater, especially 

in heavily polluted areas, is infused with fine 

dust particles and corrosive chemicals, which, 

under the effect of sunlight, can cause long-term 

damage to exterior wall finishes and downspouts. 

The linear structure of Eclettica, made up of 

gutters and downspouts, has the effect of 

directing the flow of water in the desired direction. 

INTEGRATED
WATER DRAINAGE

10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA

PILLAR WITH DOWNPIPE
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The Pergola Eclettica has an integrated lighting 

system on the roof, composed of white or RGB LED 

strips with indirect light. The lighting options include 

three specific solutions that mean that every request 

from your customer can be taken into account.

INTEGRATED 
LIGHTING

10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA
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The Pergola Eclettica is compatible with perimeter 

closures, ZIP screens or sliding glass doors 

matching the frame colour: the ideal solution to 

achieve maximum comfort and security for all 

seasons.

ZIP SCREENS AND 
SLIDING GLASS PANELS

10 REASONS TO CHOOSE ECLETTICA
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Saving the planet, reducing emissions, sustainable projects, ecological transition: this 

is the paradigm of Giulio Barbieri. We all need to think about how we can contribute to 

change, for ourselves and for future generations. We have enraced this change by creating 

a photovoltaic version of Eclettica, the isothermal pergola with a fixed roof. The roof of 

Eclettica is, in fact, prepared for the application of photovoltaic panels that produce energy 

from renewable sources. We provide inverters, power management software and storage 

systems. Eclettica offers two power solutions, 3.1 kW/h and 4.3 kW/h. Concrete proposals: a 

new synthesis to match a growing and irrepressible green awareness, associated with the 

search for environmental, acoustic, thermal, and visual comfort that satisfies all the senses. 

The image below is for illustrative purposes only.

POSSIBILITY OF  INSTALLING 
PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS

EXTRA 
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX - OPTIONALS

LED’S COLORS

Natural white 

Natural white + RGB

RGB

LIGHTING
strip LED

SLIDING ROLLER BLIND WITH A ZIP
complete with case and side rails

 STANDARD COLORS OF CASE AND RAILS PVC TYPE

White Matt Dove-Grey Matt • Cristal 500 / Precontraint 502

• Soltis 96
Dark-Brown Matt Special Grey Matt

• Soltis 96 lining sheet

• Crank handle

VOK ROLLER BLIND
sliding shutter with rails

STANDARD COLORS OF FIXING PLATES, 
TERMINAL, AND BOTTOM FIXINGS

White Matt

Dove-Grey Matt

Dark-Brown Matt

Special Grey

STANDARD SHEET COLORS

White 096-8102

Dove-Grey 096-2135

Champagne 096-1103

Grey 096-2171

Smooth finish Matt-Rough finish
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3736 TECHNICAL APPENDIX - OPTIONALS

ADDITIONAL PILLAR

STANDARD STRUCTURE COLORS

Smooth finish Matt-Rough finish

White Matt

Dove-Grey Matt

Dark-Brown Matt

Special Grey

COUPLING FLASHING

EXIT DOOR MADE OF 3+3 SAFETY GLASS

complete with push bar

• Without transom top window - Single door /  Double door

• Including transom top window - Single door / Double door

STANDARD STRUCTURE COLORS

White Matt

Dove-Grey Matt

Dark-Brown Matt

Special Grey

Smooth finish Matt-Rough finish

• Options for glass shutter 

- Internal/External bottom lock  

- Internal bottom lock 

- Serratura laterale / centrale  

- Profilo ad incasso

GLASS SHUTTER 
sliding wall with glass doors

STANDARD PROFILE COLORS

Silver anodised

White

STANDARD STRUCTURE COLORS

White Matt

Dove-Grey Matt

Dark-Brown Matt

Special Grey

Smooth finish Matt-Rough finish

NON-STANDARD PROFILE COLORS

White Matt

Dove-Grey Matt

Dark-Brown Matt

Special Grey

Smooth finish Matt-Rough finish

• Each module consists of: 

-  4 sliding panels 

-  handles and locks in the  central part

        -  outside blocks

“ERMETICA” MODEL: SLIDING LATERAL WALLS

• h 240cm 3 sliding doors / 4 sliding doors / 5 sliding doors / 6 sliding doors

• h 300cm 3 sliding doors/ 4 sliding doors / 5 sliding doors / 6 sliding doors / 8 sliding doors

APPENDICE TECNICA - OPTIONALS
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WARRANTY AND QUALITY

• The products are CE certified. The booklet with the Declaration of Performance (DOP) accompanies 
the product until its installation is completed.

• Fireproofing certificates are supplied for each type of tarp.

• The structures are structurally tested and comply with the loads required by current legislations EN 
13782, DM 17 January 2018 Technical Standards for Buildings (Norme Tecniche per le Costruzioni) 
NTC 2018 and UNI EN 1991

• The structural elements made of aluminum are covered by a 5-year guarantee*

• Since 1990, we design and industrialize our collections completely in Italy, at the Poggio Renatico 
plants.

* For further details abour the warranty please see the terms and conditions of sale Giulio Barbieri S.r.l. indicated 
in the official price list.

The images contained in this catalog 

belong to Giulio Barbieri S.r.l. Any kind of 

unauthorized reproduction is strictly forbidden. 

The information regarding the Pergole and Vele 

Giulio Barbieri contained in this catalog may change 

as a result of the finalization of the commercial offer.

CONTACTS

Giulio Barbieri S.r.l.

Via Ferrara, 41

44028 Poggio Renatico (FE) - Italy

info@giuliobarbieri.it

Tel. (+39) 0532 821511

Fax (+39) 0532 821555

www.giuliobarbieri.it




